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BHC vs String Theory 



The BHC is not the only deep idea that Susskind came up with in the early 90’s.
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At least from the outside

No stringy corrections render 

the BH horizon special.

In this talk I’ll attempt to argue

that A. Giveon and I might have made 

progress on this front. 

String theory and BH

Despite being such a deep principle 

I could never manage to bring myself 

to  believe in the BHC. 

But also couldn’t find what is special 

at the horizon in ST.
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Recall the mechanism proposed by ‘t Hooft for encoding the information in 

the radiation via gravitational backreaction: 

Taken from

‘t Hooft’s review



BHC  Vs. Netwon’s 3rd law (NI, hep-th/9607028) 

This picture looks different than the usual cartoon in a crucial way:

The Hawking particles are created on-shell – otherwise they are not

sensitive enough to the infalling matter.    
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Newton’s 3rd law is saying that if the infalling matter (or observer) is affecting the 

out going radiation than it must also be affected by it.

In the frame of the in falling matter the 

radiation is getting stronger and stronger

and the observer does not cross  the horizon, 

but burns. 

The argument relies on ‘t Hooft S-matrix approach.

But the lesson is general: how can incoming matter

affect the radiation without being affected by it?
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Radiation is 

created on-shell

What is more relevant for this talk is that they both don’t answer THE question:

This is not totally unrelated to AMPS:



What is the Wall ?
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Is the tip special?

1. Locally not.

2. Globally it is the only point invariant 

under translation in          .

Being a local theory GR is not sensitive to this global issue.

Indeed the LIF is just            with standard degrees of freedom.

This is in accord with the Euclidean version of the BHC.

Being non-local string theory might be sensitive to this global issue.
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For any             at infinity we have a cylinder

and modes in the theory are fixed by 

the GSO projection.

This GSO projection keeps tachyons modes with an odd winding #.

Far from the tip such modes are extremely heavy and don’t do much. 

However approaching the tip they become lighter and lighter .

At a stringy neighborhood of the tip they become formally tachyonic. (Kutasov)

Can’t quite condense – something more subtle is happening.
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This is an unusual bosonic zero mode:

• It is not related to a collective coordinate.

• Depends on tuning parameters in string theory  (the 1/4).

This mode must resolve some kind of a singularity at the tip

But there is no singularity to resolve. 

In GR there is no singularity.

In string theory the tip is singular since the spectrum depends on 

winding # that shrinks to zero there. So what string theory is doing is to introduce a 

singularity and its resolution at the same time.
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Tachyonic wave function

In clear tension with BHC
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there is no wall.This is also the case for 

BH in semi-classical GR.
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Contact with AMPS:

The Euclidean version of a pair 

created in a pure state is that  

bubbles close.

In string theory there is this 

tachyon wave function at the origin.

Most bubbles don’t interact with this 

wave function.

But the ones that are relevant for the Hawking process do. 
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Could be related to Adams, Liu, McGreevy, Saltman and Silverstein (2005) and 

Green, Lawrence, McGreevy, Morrison and Silverstein (2007). 


